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Poor and weak countries plagued by violence seem to face a chicken-and-egg problem:
a lack of resources appears to constrain their ability to fight violence, while violence
itself exacerbates poverty. Yet under Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, Bihar, one of India’s
poorest states, was able to significantly reduce an insurgency that has plagued the
region for over forty years. Bihar shows how particular political conditions cause states
to be poor, weak, and violent—and how careful application of political tactics can
reduce violence even in places with few resources and low state capacity.
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Key Insights From India
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Like many places facing violence from
multiple groups, Bihar’s state weakness,
poverty, and violence were all rooted in
a power structure that enabled extreme
privilege and impunity for an elite few,
politicized security forces, and outsourced
the monopoly of violence to militia groups.
Thus, Maoist insurgents, a multitude of
militias, and state security forces were locked
in a vicious cycle of retaliatory violence.
Other Indian states failed to substantially
reduce Maoist violence because
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism
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strategies could not work in politically
compromised governments that didn’t
address the root problems of power.
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Bihar successfully combined
counterinsurgency and counterterror
tactics with a strategy that redressed the
power equation.
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A failure to institutionalize Bihar’s rule
of law successes may be threatening gains.
Sustainable reform needs a three-part
program comprising policy, politics,
and institutionalization.

Implications for Counterterrorism and Counterinsurgency
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Countries facing multiple types of violence simultaneously are often not just weak, but complicit.
An illegitimate power structure based in extreme privilege and impunity may be fueling the violence.
In cases of such privilege violence, counterterrorism and counterinsurgency policies alone will fail.
Counterterrorism assumes the existence of a functional state and can deepen the inequitable order
by strengthening otherwise unchanged power relations. Counterinsurgency strategies assume that
the poor can be turned toward the state, which fails when the state is seen as illegitimate.
A political problem requires a political solution. Without measures to address the causes of violence
inherent in power structures, results will be fragile.
Elite pacts can be useful instruments to secure short-term reductions in violence. But they only
buy breathing room; they are not solutions. The state must use the time gained to institutionalize
measures that address state capacity and inequities in access to power; failing that, the state will
return to violence.
When violence is compounded, addressing one strand of violence at a time will not work. Instead,
policymakers must advance a multipronged approach that tackles different strands in conjunction
with each other.
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